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SECTION 4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS

European Review of Heavy Goods Vehicle Safety

I. Neilson

on behalf of the Ad hoc

Group of the European Experimental

Vehicles Committee

United Kingdom

Preface
The Committee of EEVC (European Experimental

Vehicles Committee) decided at their 1984 policy

 

meeting that an informal Working Group on Heavy

Goods Vehicles be set up to consider the road

accident situation in Europe for these vehicles. It

should also report upon the progress being made to

improve the accident avoidance capability of such

vehicles, the protection that would be provided for the

crew and the protection that might be possible for

other road users involved in accidents with Heavy

Goods Vehicles. This informal Working Group did

not start work until 1986. It was requested by the
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

main EEVC committee in 1986 that it report in time

to present papers to the OECD Symposium on this

subject in April 1987 in Montreal, Canada and to the

11th ESV Conference in May 1987 in Washington,

D.C., U.S.A. The former objective has not been met,

but the present report in preliminary form and with-

out the final approval of the main EEVC committee is

now presented.

The informal group consisted of:
 

    

Mr Pullwitt, BASt, FR Germany

Mr Cesari, INRETS, France
Mr Fline, INRETS, France

Prof. Strandberg, VTI, Sweden
Mr Tromp, SWOV, Netherlands
Mr Riley, TRRL, UK
Mr Neilson, TRRL, UK (Chairman)

Introduction
In several parts of the world there has been

increasing concern about the contribution that Heavy

Goods Vehicles, and similar vehicles designed for

special purposes, are making to the overall road

accident situation. The present study shows that

generally speaking the situation in EurOpe is some-

what improving for a complicated set of interrelated

reasons. This report is intended to review the situation

and to discuss engineering means by which the design

of these vehicles can be further improved. This is a

continuing and important objective because in some

countries there has been a widespread fear of these

large road vehicles and the accidents and injuries that

they can cause. This has been hindering the develop-

ment of road transport and has been leading to

restrictions on the operation of such vehicles in some

places.

Any discussion of heavy commercial vehicles should

start with some definitions about which vehicles are

included and how the sizes are divided up. The

present study is concerned with Heavy Goods Vehicles

and this excludes light goods vehicles, bus and

coaches and miscellaneous large vehicles which do not

carry goods. The point of division between light and

heavy is not the same in different countries in Europe

and varies between about 3.5 and 7.5 tonnes Gross

Vehicle Weight. Taking the lower limit, HGVs are

about 3070 of the vehicle population, but they may

cover 8°70 of the distance. Other large and specialist

vehicles which do not carry goods are an addition to

the number of vehicles, but they appear to have a

much lower involvement rate in accidents presumably

because these vehicles cover much shorter distances

each year. The following section gives an indication of

the part that Heavy Goods Vehicles play in the overall

road accident pattern in one country. It is mostly

based on the accident statistics for Great Britain.
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The Accident Situation in General

Terms

The Heavy Goods Vehicle fleet in Europe may be

made up of about 60°70 two axle rigid trucks, 10%

rigid trucks with more than two axles and 30%

articulated or full trailer vehicles. The traffic and

distance travelled by these vehicles has been increasing

slowly during the past ten years with the rather

variable economic situation and the increase may be

only about 15% over that period. However in some

countries their involvement rate in accidents per

distance covered has dropped by almost a third and

the fatal injury rate for their drivers by a larger

amount (possibly this has almost halved). These

reductions are additional to the rather similar large

reductions which occurred in the previous ten year

period up to about 1975.

Almost all casualties in accidents involving HGVs

are to other road users rather than to the drivers and

passengers in them. These casualties are mostly di-

vided between car occupants, riders of two wheelers

and pedestrians with the HGV occupants accounting

for only about a tenth of the total. The implications

of this situation are discussed later on in some detail.

For example, it has been noted that a proportionally

large number of fatal pedestrian casualties occur in

accidents involving articulated vehicles. Presumably it

is the sides of these vehicles which cause additional

fatal injuries.

Most HGV accidents leading to fatal injuries to

their occupants occur away from built-up areas but

for those injuring other road users perhaps a third

occur in built-up areas. It is noteworthy that most

fatal accidents outside built up areas occur on the

main roads, whereas in built-up areas there are a

surprisingly large number on minor roads. It is the

larger vehicles within the HGV category which have

many of their accidents outside built-up areas and the

two axled vehicles which have relatively more acci-

dents in towns. Another way of considering risks to

HGVs on the different roads is to compare their

accident rates per distance travelled. By this measure,

if the rate for roads outside towns is taken as

standard, then the rate on Motorways is about a half

of that, but the rate in towns is only slightly higher

than outside them.

About half of the accidents to HGVs occur at

junctions, but with rather fewer at junctions for the

largest vehicles. It is these vehicles which have rather

more accidents away from junctions and this largely

accounts for the difference. Skidding of HGVs tends

to be reported when control is lost of vehicles and

they depart from their intended path. It is also

reported when tyre marks are deposited on the road

surface. A half of reported skidding accidents occur

on wet roads, but there are almost as many in dry
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conditions. In most countries the totals in snowy and

icy conditions are relatively small.

Road accidents occur in many different circum-

stances. A comparison with the manoeuvres of cars

before accidents shows that HGVs have relatively few

accidents, presumably because their drivers are profes-

sional. They have particularly few when waiting but

held up, when turning to the offside and when just

going ahead. However for accidents when going ahead

at bends when overtaking, when changing lanes, when

reversing and when parked, their accident rates ap-

proach those for cars. These findings rather suggest

that HGV drivers have real problems in seeing obsta-

cles and other vehicles but not when turning across

traffic at junctions because they have a good view to

the offside.

The main sections of this report now follow. There

is a detailed comparison between the accident statistics

for several European countries. Then there is consid-

eration of the remedial measures for HGVs which are

becoming available or which appear to be required.

Firstly there are accident avoidance features such as

improved braking. Then there is a section on protec-

tive measures. This is divided between protection for

the occupants of HGVs and protection for all other

road users likely to be involved in accidents with

HGVs

Accident Situation
For a comprehensive assessment of the European

accident situation involving heavy goods vehicles

(HGV), it is necessary to come to common definitions

of HGV weights, sizes and other aspects.

It sis reasonable to use already existing common

definitions as far as available, e.g. within the Direc-

tives of EEC, where uniform definitions for HGV

sizes, weights and axle loads will become effective

gradually by 1991 (85/3/EEC).

This report discusses only vehicles for the transport

of goods with a gross weight of more than 3.5 tonnes.

As far as possible the corresponding figures for

different countries are split up in this way. Figures for

buses and in special cases for cars too, should

underline the comparisons for specific situations for

HGVs

In Appendix 1 a detailed comparison is given

between the national regulations of Great Britain and

Germany. The use of the international provided rules

shows that in general nearly the same differences exist

between the classes of speed limits and driving li-

cences. In Great Britain there is a more varied

classification for HGV licences and there are higher

maximum speed limits for HGVs. In order to com-

pare the accident situation in the European states

contributing to this report, it would be necessary to

consider details of the relevant figures and of accident

rates and special accident risks. In Table 1 a compari-

son is made over eight years of European figures for

registration and mileage of HGVs (gross weight over

3.5 tonnes) to give some information about the

increasing presence of HGVs on European roads.

The trend of slight increasing figures of usage is

combined in nearly all countries with decreasing

accident figures. This reflects in principle the effec-

tiveness of rules and regulations in the area of road

and road equipment, training and monitoring of the

drivers, the regulations for vehicle design and its

supervision.

In Appendix 2 a review is made for Great Britain

and Germany about the development of national

roads with reference of increasing length and width of

different road categories. These figures show a further

possible reason for the decreasing number of acci-

dents, namely the increasing length of Highways and

Motorways and the widening of other roads.

There is also the possibility of a great influence of

technical improvements made on HGVs and of obliga

tory technical inspections upon the accident figures.

Technical improvements for safety are discussed later

in this report. In Reference 3 and Appendix 3 some

European figures are available for an estimation of

the technical inspections made on HGVs which sug-

gest that in Germany the number of defects found on

trucks has declined, although this has not happened

for cars.

All those important factors of road traffic in the

countries considered cannot give a complete reason

for the common trend of decreasing figures of fatali-

ties and injured persons, as shown in Table 2.

Other road users are endangered to varying extents

by trucks in the event of accidents. This circumstance

can be studied in Table 3, where the fatalities are

shown by category of road users in HGV accidents in

a European comparison. The largest numbers of

persons killed in the countries listed are in accidents

of HGVs versus cars; this is certainly caused by the

great number of cars in traffic. But there are obvious

differences between France and Sweden on one side

and Great Britain and Germany on the other. In

France and Sweden with a greater amount of traffic

outside built-up areas it seems to be that accidents of

HGVs versus cars produce injuries of greater severity;

the lack of figures for comparison does not allow a

more concrete statement. The same circumstances

probably give a reason for the low percentage of

injured HGV occupants in Germany in comparison

with the others.

For Germany the low figures of injured or killed

HGV occupants might be also founded on the high

mileage on highways and the high safety level of such

roads.
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Country Gross weight 213.5 t 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984

Road User Indication

France Trucks Number of vehicles 345 014 287 0611

(Rigid) Discance travelled
(Mill. km)

Tractors Number of vehicles 123 893 133 426

(Articulated Distance travelled
Vehicles) (Mill. km)

Germany Trucks Number of vehicles 501 746 617 221 659 169 640 221 621 531

(Rigid) Distance travelled 11 189 13 825 14 7
(Mill. kmL 55 13 509 13 114

Tractors Number of vehicles 130 105 147 628 171 143 133 400 209 179
(Articulated - 4Vehicles) iiiii'fcimi'mmd 3 667 3 689 3 934 4 657 891

Great Trucks Number of vehicles 433 300 384 800 374 900 347400 346 500

Britain (Rigid) Distance travelled 11 396 11 164 10 455 lo 425 lo 382
(Mill. km)

Tractors Number Of vehicles 102 800 104 800 99 700 88 100 90 700
(Articulated Distance travelledVehicles) (Hill. km) 5 477 5 953 5 474 5 549 6 022

Swede" HGVS 2 Number of vehic es 79 079 82 016 33 321 82 464 85 609
Distance travelled 2 8 5
(Mill, kg) °    
 

estimated on lst January, 1985. with or without trailers (semi trailers),

Motor HGVs (not trailers) with maximum permissible

gross weight above 3500 kg, registered on lst January.  
 

The proportion of killed pedestrians is nearly the

same in Great Britain, Sweden and Germany but in

France it is clearly lower. Compared with Germany

and Sweden and to a lesser extent in Great Britain the

percentage killed of the unprotected road users is very

low in France but here we have the highest absolute

number for motorized two-wheeler riders killed.

In the Nordic countries the accident risk increases

more for HGVs than for cars when the road surface

becomes more slippery. Snow or ice is a major

environmental factor also in absolute figures, since it

was present in about every second HGV accident

during a whole year period according to data from the

Swedish National Road Administration. It can be

assumed for HGVs that the low coefficient of friction

and the inferior yaw stability in association with poor

brake force distribution causes an overrepresentation

in accidents on slippery roads.

The problem of inferior yaw stability is also a

problem in France, where a lot of traffic is on roads

with insufficient width for driving manoeuvres. In the

United Kingdom there is more concern about the

braking power available on wet roads at high speeds

but accidents on urban roads are also important.
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In Germany serious problems are given by the

possibility of high speed driving on highways (Auto-

bahn). Investigations of BASt in 1985 give some

figures for the speed of HGVs. The background for

these measurements was equally in relation to roads

and road equipment, traffic volume and so on. The

Investigation1 resulted in following figures: 16°70 of all

HGVs drove within the allowable speed of 80 km/h,

about 60°70 had a speed between 80 and 90 km/h,

20°70 were measured with a speed between 90 and 100

km/h and 2°70 ran over 100 km/h. Almost every

fourth HGV was faster than 90 km/h.

In connection with inclemency of the weather this

high speed level can cause several accidents with a

large number of vehicles involved, as occurred in

Germany in 1985.

Safety Measures
As pointed out above, official statistics from many

countries indicate that Heavy Goods Vehicles are

overrepresented in fatal accidents. In fact, the abso-

lute numbers of fatalities involving HGVs are alarm-

ing enough to motivate special research on this

category of vehicle and road user.
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Table 2. Comparison of accident figures in Europe
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         
 

Country Indication 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984

Accidents with
France personal injuries 223 162 202 016

HGVs involved 11 609

Fatalities
12 102 11 68

HGVs involved ' 772

Injured occupants 3,2 822 284 905

HGVs involved 15 272

Accidents with
Germany personal injuries 359 694 380 352 379 235 358 693 359 485

1 21
:gZidelzzoliig 27 938 28 191 26 297 22 264 22 841
fatalities 13 550 13 368 11 911 10 581 9 304

ii. 21
s involved 1 715 1 735 1 464

Accident involving 1 223 1 113serious and slight 346 144 366 984 367 324 348 112 350 18

injury
. 1). 21
HGVs Involved 25 223 26 455 24 833 21 041 21 723

Great Accidents withBritains) personal injuries 258 639 264 769 252 300 255 980 253 183

2GV$d involvesz' 13 8006) 13 858 11 417 10 589 10 171
cc1 ents w t
fatalities 6 0066) 6 304 5 560 5 447 5 138
Heys111nvo1vedä 770 752 624 520 591
Accident involving 252 533 25 4serious and slight 8 65 246 740 250 533 248 045

injur (o)
HGVslfinvolveda 13 030 13 106 10 793 9 969 9 580

Sweden Number of accidents 17 043 |with injuries 6 028 15 231 15 288 16 531

quj3liny01yed4l 1 288 1 145 1 132 1 019 1 072
Nunber of accidents 1with fatalities 035 911 755 681 717

HGVs3,involved 181 162 121 116 119

1) All HGVs without weight limit (in GB. goods vehicles greater than 1.5 tons
unladen weight)

21 Only accidents with one and two parties involved

3) HGV with maximum permisseble Gross Vehicle Height above 3.500 kg

41 Nunber of involved (not only primarily) vehicles

5) England, Scotland and Hales only (does not include Nothern ireland)

6) These are nunbers of accidents involving HGV;  
 

Though a general decline may be found in the total

number of traffic accident fatalities, the relative

aggressiveness of HGVs (when compared to cars or

other motor vehicles) seems to be comparatively

constant. In fact, data from a U.S. review 1985, Big

Trucks , from the Insurance Institute for Highway

Safety, IIHS (Watergate 600, Washington D.C.) ex-

hibit a slight increase of HGV aggressiveness in the

last decade: In 1977, a car occupant was 26 times

more likely than a truck occupant to be killed when

the two vehicles crashed. Now the ratio is 35 times

more likely.

During the last decades, some international semi-

nars and multilateral reviews have been devoted par-

ticularly to HGV safety, for instance by HSRI (1975,

later University of Michigan Transportation Research

Institute UMTRI, Ann Arbor), OECD (1977), and

OECD (1983). More recent studies on HGV safety

have been (NHTSA, 1986) and will be published by

the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

(NHTSA), since 1985 arranging a special session on

HGVs in its bi-annual Technical Conferences on

Experimental Safety Vehicles (ESV).

The operating conditions of HGVs are quite differ

ent from light road vehicles. In addition, the great

dimensions and great (variations in) weight of HGVs

have lead to design principles deviating substantially

from cars. Many of these HGV peculiarities deterio-

rate their safety performance to an extent that proba-

bly would not be tolerated in more commonly known

road vehicles.
Safety-related quantities and possible technical

countermeasures have been studied experimentally,

and sometimes in real traffic, by a number of
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Table 3. Casualties in accidents involving HGVs
 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Number of Casualities

Country Severity Pedestrians Pedal Motorized Car HGV Others Total (1001)
of Cyclists two-wheelers Occupants Occupants

lnjury

No. 1 No. 1 No. 1 No. 1 No. 1 No. 1

France fatal 144 8,1 79 4,5 176 9.9 1154 65.1 159 9.0 61 3.4 1773
serious
Slight

Germany fatal 176 14.5 167 13.8 139 11.5 618 51.0 70 5.8 41 3.4 1211 ')
serious 704 9.8 803 11.2 1068 14.9 3867 53.9 481 6.7 255 3.6 7178 1)
slight 855 5.0 1532 8.9 1724 10.1 11324 66.1 1029 6.0 655 3.8 17119 )

Great. fatal 104 15,1 52 7.5 84 12.2 352 51.1 56 8.1 41 6.0 689 :;
Britain serious 267 8.0 184 5.5 393 11.7 1689 50.4 517 15.4 299 8.9 3349 4)

Slight 463 5.5 366 4.3 526 6.2 4487 52.9 1589 18.7 1050 12.4 8481

5weden2)3) fatal 21 14.4 17 11.6 5 3.4 81 55.5 212 14.4 1 0.7 146
serious

Slight          
l) HGV with each gross weight. excluding accidents with more than two parties involved.

Number of killed persons in accidentswhere L)

were

4)In accidents involving HGVs over 7.5 tons gross weight. 
 

goods vehicles (irrespective of weight)

3) primarily involved during 1985.

     
 

 

investigators in Europe. Below, a few of them will be

referred to directly or indirectly. However, in the

EEVC HGV Working Group we hope that our

unintended ignorance of other studies will stimulate

the investigators in question to contact EEVC-

representatives and to submit papers to the HGV

session in future ESV conferences.

Accident Avoidance

Involved Institutions. In the HGV session of the tenth

ESV Conference 1985, original research results on

HGV and bus accident avoidance properties were

presented from European institutions such as: TUV

Rheinland (Institute for Traffic Safety) in FRG;

Renault Vehicules Industriels in France; Cranfield

Impact Centre in U.K. From other publications it is

known that important experimental research on the

active safety of HGVs also has been conducted

recently: in FRG at TUV Essen and at the Technical

Universities of Aachen, Berlin, Braunschweig, and

Hannover as well as at HUK-Verband (insurance

company cooperation) in Munchen and at Daimler-

Benz; in the Netherlands at the Technical University

of Delft; in Sweden at Road and Traffic Research

Institute (VTI, S-58101 Linkoeping).

Analyses of HGV active safety problems in real

accidents have been reported by TRRL (Transport

and Road Research Laboratory) and by MIRA (The

Motor Industry Research Association) in U.K. as well

as by the VTT (Technical Research Centre) in Finland

through their Road Accident Investigation Teams.
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Accident avoidance contributions to the HGV ses-

sion of this 11th ESV Conference have been submitted

also by Union Technique de I Automobile, du Motor-

cycle et du Cycle in France and by the Institute of

Technology in Darmstadt, FRG.

Literature references and additional hints on Euro-

pean HGV research into the active safety area may be

found in a state-of the art survey by Vlk (1985, Int. J.

of Vehicle Design, vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 323-361) from

the Technical University of Brno in Czechoslovakia.

Experimental studies and theoretical analyses have

revealed numerous accident avoidance problems re-

lated to the HGVs themselves and their load. Hence,

it is essential to identify more precisely the vehicle

design and operation variables decisive of HGVs

active safety. Such variables have been listed in

numerous studies, and some of them will be elabo-

rated on below. (See OECD paper9 by Strandberg,

1987)

Yaw Stability of Articulated Vehicles in Non-Braking

Situations. The deteriorating influence on yaw stabil-

ity from articulation was investigated in full scale

driving experiments, computer simulations and theo-

retical analyses in the early 70s at the Swedish Road

and Traffic Research Institute, VTI. Though articula-

tion has been introduced in HGV design to improve

the manoeuvrability and decrease the inwards off-

tracking at low speeds, it was found to impair the

handling properties and to increase the outwards

off-tracking at highway speeds, when the sideslip

angles no longer may be neglected. See fig. 1. Safety
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Figure 1. Sideslip angle peaks for different axles of a

single trailer (two articulations) and a double
trailer (three artics) HGV with the same
overall length (24m) when making a double
lane change manoeuver. The lateral acceler-
ation at the mass centre of the truck or
tractor was 1.75m/s2 and independent of
speed. The scale for Side Force Coefficient
(side force divided by normal force) is an
approximate average for tyres and loads
typical for these HGVs as measured on wet
asphalt. Computer simulation data from
Nordström, Magnusson, Strandberg (1972,

VTI report no. 9)

measures in this context have been experimented with
by Woodrooffe, Billing, Nisonger (1983, SAE paper
831162).

Though the lateral friction utilization (or Side Force

Coefficient, SFC=Side Force divided by normal

force) in fig. 1 is at a moderate level for the triple

artic tractor, the rear wheels are skidding at 90km/h

with a SFC close to the coefficient of friction for the

actual road surface. During this kind of manoeuvre,

very light braking may cause sudden and severe

skidding at the rear end of the vehicle combination.

Similar results were arrived at with experimental

research also at the University of Michigan Transpor-

tation Research Institute (UMTRI, previously HSRI)

and are supported by others according to the above

mentioned survey by Vlk (1985), who reviewed 70

articles on the handling performance of truck-trailer

vehicles. These experimental evidences are now sup-

ported by the novel results from a case-control study

of HGV accidents by Stein and Jones (1987) in fig. 2.

Yaw Stability During Braking. According to schematic

descriptions of tyre force characteristics, eq. 1 ex-

presses the approximate relationship between Coeffi-

cient of Friction (CoF) and the maximum available

(due to road friction) Braking Force Coefficient

(BFCzbraking force divided by normal force) and,

 

involvement of Trucks in Single Vehicle
Crashes by Truck Configuration
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Figure 2. Involvement of HGVs in single vehicle crashes by HGV configuration. Data from 222 HGVs involved in

single accidents and from 666 comparison HGVs. From Crash Involvement of Large Trucks _by

Configuration: A Case-Control Study by Howard S. Stein and Ian S. Jones (January 1987) With kind

permission from Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, Watergate 600, Washington, DC 20037
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Side Force Coefficient (SFC). It is often visualized as

the so called friction circle.

BFC2 + SFC2 < (:on (1)

Due to the great rearward amplification of the SFC

in a manoeuvering artic (see fig. 1), very small

braking forces may then lock up the rear wheels and

result in severe skidding, since the tyre force direction

becomes indefinite when the unequality in eq. 1

approaches equality. The necessary side force for yaw

stability is then no longer available. On icy and very

slippery roads, skidding and jackknife accidents may

be initiated also by traction or retarder forces.

Skidding will occur even during straight driving, if

the wheels at some vehicle end are braking too hard in

relation to their load. This will bring the BFC too

close to the CoF. Therefore, the driver has to restrict

the brake pedal force below the level where the least

(relatively) loaded wheels lock up. If no load-

compensating device is installed, Table 1 demonstrates

that the non-locking braking distance will increase

more than twice when only the trailer has been

unloaded.

In Table 4 it is assumed that the brake force

distribution is constant and adapted to the maximum

permissible gross weight in Sweden, where no devices

are required for load compensation of the braking

torque. Initial speed: 20m/s or about 70km/h. Winter

road with CoF=0.2. Dynamic load transfer neglected.

These examples of unloading will lead to trailer

wheel-lock if the braking force exceeds 25% of the

value, possible to apply at full load.

Braking Performance of HGV Combinations in Traf-

fic. The handling and stability of HGVs is particularly

poor during braking. Therefore, a case-control study

(similar to the above mentioned by Stein & Jones,

1987) in the four Nordic countries was opened during

1986 with measurements of decisive quantities in the

air brake systems and of the braking characteristics of

HGVs. In each country, 100 HGV combinations were

randomly selected from the normal traffic flow on

suitable roads.

Data for Sweden, now being analyzed, indicate that
quite a large proportion of the HGV-combinations in
use are unable to reach the minimum deceleration
performance required in legislation, i.e. Sm/s2 with
available air pressure when fully loaded. Wheel-lock
and corresponding skidding tendencies (or excessive
braking distances) seem to be another major problem
in Sweden, where no devices are required for load-
compensation of the braking torque. Out of 100
combinations investigated, 75 were completely without
such equipment.

In fig. 3 the deceleration values measured on these
HGVs have been transformed to the corresponding
braking distance from 70km/h at maximum control
pressure (6bar). So have the Swedish deceleration
requirements for HGVs and for cars. Cars are re-
quired to decelerate 5.8m/s2 without any wheel-lock,

and the rear wheels must not lock before the front

ones between 5.8 and 8.0m/sz. HGVs must have
brakes capable of decelerating the fully laden vehicle

at 5.0m/s2 (from 60km/h). However, the Swedish

rules corresponding to the ECE corridors (restricting

the deceleration-pressure ratio in both directions) are

rarely checked since the announcement of the general

exemption from load sensing valves in the early 70s.
More distinct and general conclusions may be

drawn later in 1987, when data from all participating

countries are available for analysis. Deceleration per-

formance and skidding tendency will be quantified

and compared between the four countries. Substantial

differences in these qualities are expected, since very

few Swedish HGVs have load compensation, while

many Finnish ones have manually controlled pressure-

reduction valves, and while Danish and Norwegian

legislation requires automatic load sensing valves.

Practical valve problems have been reported, and the

outcome of the comparisons between countries seems

difficult to predict.

Characteristics of HGV Air Brakes Impairing Safety.

Apparently, HGV braking properties are even more

inferior to that of the cars than what the (quite

moderate) demands in legislation permit. This inferi-

Table 4. Non-skidding braking distances with different loading on a typical HGV (such as the truck-trailer in fig.
1a) without load sensing valves

 

 

 

  

Loading heights at the different axles (tonnes) Gross Braking
condition Truck Truck Truck Trailer Trailer Weight Force Distance

Erggt_ Drive Trailing Front Eggi_ (tonnes) part (m)

Both loaded 6 8 8 10 16 48 100% 100
Both empty 5 6 Up=0 2.5 4 17.5 25% 175

Trailer empty 6 8 8 2.5 4 28.5 25% 238
Tr.bogie unload 6 8 8 10 4 36 25% 300
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Figure 3. Distribution of estimated non-Iocking braking sistances from 70km/h in a sample of 75 HGV trailer

combinations (without load sensing devices). Random selection from the traffic on suitable roads in

Sweden 1986. Preliminary results. Estimate based: (back row) on the smallest recorded deceleration at

wheel-lock or (front row) on extrapolation to 6bar control pressure from recorded decelerations in

driving tests at 3bar and at 4.5bar, if no wheel-lock was detected

ority in deceleration performance and in wheel-lock

resistance (i.e. yaw stability) may be considered a

natural consequence of contemporary air brake de

sign, if not equipped with wheel speed sensors of the

anti lock type. These unwanted characteristics deterio-

rate the control accuracy and delay the response of

the brake system, thereby reinforcing its open loop

nature.

Most of the transient and steady-state deviations

(from the ideal and theoretical relationship between

the control air pressure and the Braking Force Coeffi-

cient at every wheel) attenuate the brake torque.

Therefore, insufficient deceleration performance may

be seen as a secondary consequence of the great brake

force variations within and between wheels. Conse-

quently, it seems more appropriate to reduce the

brakes sensitivity to varying operating conditions,

and to improve the control system properties than to

increase their peak force and to introduce more valves

or open-loop components.

A list of safety impairing characteristics particular

for HGVs and air brakes is given below without any

rank order. Apart from by national governmental

bodies, many of these problems are considered by the

Economic Commission for Europe, Group of Rappor-

teurs on Brakes and Running Gear (ECE-GRRF), by

the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and by

the International Organisation for Standardization

(ISO/TC22/SC9). An overview of the technical and

committee work issues in this context was made by

Nordstrom (1983, VTI report no. 257).

a) Air brakes have substantially longer response

times than hydraulic brakes, due to the compressibil-

ity and comparatively low wave propagation velocity

of air. In addition, HGVs have long expandable air

hoses and a long distance from the control valve at

the brake pedal to the farthest wheel brake chamber.

The maximum permissible response time for the worst

brake chamber in the trailer is 0.85 according to the

Swedish regulations (corresponding to ECE no. 13).

b) A number of pressure modifying valves, air lines,

and connectors may be installed by one (e.g. a trailer)

designer in a way that was not predicted by another

(e.g. the axle-designer).

c) To reduce the brake wear of their own vehicles,

it is said that some owners install optional valves at

the air coupling: the truck/tractor owners enhance the

pressure to alien trailers; and the trailer owners

attenuate it.

d) Many sequential brakings may consume air to

such an extent that the spring brakes are automati

cally applied, which may cause surprising wheel-lock

and dangerous skidding.

e) Load sensing valves of the mechanical type

(transforming axle suspension motions to pressure

reductions), if mounted, are often partially or com-

pletely out of order due to their tough operating

conditions. Many types are not designed to change

their pressure input/output ratio quickly enough upon

dynamic load transfer, which may be substantial with

high and short vehicles.
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f) The brake chambers are not linear (pressure to

force) transducers. When the diaphragm stroke and

push-rod travel becomes long at some wheel, the force

declines without any easily visible indication to the

driver.

g) Since a brake lining may be glazed and lose

much of its friction when its brake power dissipation

is small in a number of brake applications, anti-lock

brakes seem more favourable than load sensing valves

even in this respect.

h) The trailing shoe is particularly susceptible to

glazing, since the leading shoe makes more of the

braking work from the beginning. Differences be-

tween the leading and trailing shoes may therefore be

exaggerated, making the whole brake less efficient and

more likely to fade or to lock up.

i) Great variations in temperature and friction

coefficients for different linings on the market add

further balancing problems when some linings have

been worn out.

j) Overheating and eccentricity problems are more

pronounced with drum brakes than with disc brakes.

However, the peak force of air actuated disc brakes

are often less than what is demanded in a HGV.

These and other peculiarities of HGV brakes make

it seem very unlikely that any conventionally braked

HGV (truck, tractor or trailer) would keep the origi-

nally intended brake force balance during its whole

lifetime. Considering that many other vehicles also

may be coupled to it, closed-loop (anti-lock) brake

systems appear to be essential for the braking safety

of articulated HGVs.

Roll Stability. Apart from increasing the overturning

risk, the high position of the mass centre in relation

to the track width results in great lateral load transfer

to the outer wheels. Since the SFC decreases with

increasing tyre load, this transfer will also aggravate

the skidding tendency. In addition, the great lateral

forces on the outer tyres will reduce the effective track

to considerably below the nominal value.

The roll stability becomes particularly poor if the

load is unrestrained laterally, such as in many par-

tially loaded road tankers. The lateral acceleration at

overturning may be raised more than twice at certain

steering frequencies, if longitudinal cross-walls are

mounted. See Strandberg (1978, VTI report no. 138).

In highway speed manoeuvres the trailer is often

moving with a greater lateral acceleration than the

towing vehicle. Therefore, it is particularly unfortu-

nate that the mass of the trailer mostly is higher

above the road than that of the towing truck.

Space Demand. The great dimensions of HGVs in-

crease the probability of collisions, particularly on

narrow roads and in urban areas. The great length of

each vehicle unit means that comparatively moderate

sideslip angles will result in considerable lateral devia-
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tions for the rear axles. Such deviations may be

aggravated at highway speeds, if articulation or axle

steering is introduced (to decrease the inwards off-

tracking at low speeds).

The large front and side areas may induce dynamic

air forces hazardous to both the unloaded HGV itself

and to other road users.

Indirectly Contributing Risk Factors. A number of
design-, maintenance- or load-related factors affect

the accident risk indirectly. For instance, the splash

and spray from a HGV may contribute to an accident

without any HGV involved or present. However, this

paper will not deal further with this matter, due to the

difficulties to determine the effect on safety from

these factors and their relative importance.

Methods to Identify Relevant Accident Avoidance

Parameters in HGVs. In general, deviations in report-

ing routines and tendency make it difficult to nd

reliable numbers on travelled distance and on non-

fatal accidents for valid risk comparisons between

countries or between different vehicle types. Though

statistics show that HGVs have considerably less

accident risks than cars, the fatality risk (fatal crashes

per 100 million miles) was similar to that of cars for

single unit trucks and substantially greater for articu-

lated HGVs in a U.S. study by Eicher, Robertson,

Toth (1982, NHTSA no. HS 806-300).

Several studies indicate that single artics (tractor

semitrailer combinations) have better highway han-

dling properties than double artics (truck and full

trailer) and triple artics (double bottoms). Neverthe-

less, their greater low speed off-tracking may impair

the safety for unprotected road users in urban areas.

The smaller dimensions and weight of tractor-

semitrailers may also lead to a greater mileage in

urban areas compared to truck full trailer combina-

tions. In addition, the yaw stability during braking

may be poor with semitrailers as compared to full

trailers. In the U.K. for example, many years ago

jacknifing occurred in about 15°70 of articulated

vehicle accidents. Load sensing valves were then fitted

to tractor rear axles and the incidence of jacknifing

reduced to no more than about 5 per cent.

Effects like this may have contributed to the higher

accident risks for tractor-semitrailers (as compared

with truck-trailers of similar length) found in a

Swedish study of long vehicles by Trafikséikerhetsu-

tredningen (1977). At that time Sweden considered a

reduction of the maximum permissible length of

vehicle combinations from 24 to 18 metres. However,

the 24-metre limit appeared safer from several view-

points and the 18 metre idea was abandoned.

Though Trafiksakerhetsutredningen compared the

single and double artics in many ways, the poor

matching of exposure and accident data in official
statistics made it virtually impossible to isolate the
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relevant parameters in the vehicles themselves. A more

suitable method for this purpose is the case-control

study technique, often used in epidemiology. An

accident group of vehicles is then compared with a

control group passing the accident site at about the

same time as the accident occurred. The basic idea is

that significant group differences found in design-,

load-, maintenance-, driver-, and employer parameters

reflect safety relevant factors associated with the

vehicles themselves, since both groups have been

exposed to the same environmental risk factors.

Such a case-control study was conducted by Stein

and Jones (1987, see Figure 2 above) on interstate

highway crashes during two years in Washington

State. Their results indicate clearly that certain vehicle

parameters, such as the number of articulations, may

be even more decisive of safety than driver parame-

ters. This adds further doubts against the common

conclusion that driver education is more important

than vehicle design improvements.

Accident Avoidance Determined by Vehicle Design

and Compatibility. Similar conclusions are often

drawn on the basis of ambiguous results from acci-

dent investigations, stating that vehicle factors play a

negligent causal role compared to human factors. No

causal factor can be identified, if one does not know

about its existence in general, and if one does not

search for it. Many of the factors mentioned above

are of that kind, particularly those hazards that are

not considered in legislation. In addition, accidents

are multicausal phenomena by definition.

Therefore, it is impossible to find really objective

figures on the distribution of accident causes be-

tween drivers, vehicles and traffic environment. If

such global cause categories are used, the presented

figures tell more about the investigators and their

methods than about the actual accidents. The impor-

tant thing is to improve safety by the best measures

accessible to ourselves, and to withstand the tempta-

tion to blame the accidents on factors that we cannot

affect.

This problem is particularly pronounced for HGV

combinations, even if one accepts that vehicles are

easier to change than basic human behaviour. The

towing vehicle and the trailer are often designed by

different manufacturers and sometimes they also have

different owners. Therefore, unusual efforts on the

compatibility aspects are required by the involved

parties to improve the accident avoidance properties

of the whole HGV combination.

Injury Protection
The tables earlier in this paper show that the total

numbers killed per year in accidents involving heavy

goods vehicles varied considerably within the Euro-

pean countries, the proportions of most of the differ-

ent categories of road user were similar. The excep-

tions were that France had a smaller proportion than

average of pedestrian and pedal cyclist fatalities

whereas Germany had a higher proportion of pedal

cyclists.

The laboratories in Europe which have been work-

ing on injury protection measures for accidents in-

volving Heavy Goods Vehicles are INRETS (LCB) in

France and TRRL in the UK. A detailed investigation

of 25 collisions between trucks and cars by INRETS4
have confirmed the leading features of such incidents.

TRRL reviewed all fatal accidents in one year in

Great Britain involving these vehicless. These studies
form much of the background to the following

comments.

In these accidents a heavy goods vehicle occupant is

much less likely to be injured than other road users.

Accidents that injure occupants involve either an

HGV as a result of rollover or an HGV when it

impacts a solid object, or when an HGV collides with

another large vehicle.

The largest single category of road user at risk in all

countries in accidents involving HGVs is the car

occupant, followed by the various unprotected road

users (pedestrians and two-wheeler users).

HGV Occupant Protection. The main causes of fatal

injury to these occupants is either by ejection from

the cab or by crushing of the cab structure.

Considering firstly ejection, this frequently occurs

in single vehicle accidents, particularly as a result of

rollover or impact with a solid object. Ejection

through the windscreen is common, an occurrence

made easier by the fact that only small amounts of

deformation of the cab structure causes the wind-

screen to break or fall out. An obvious remedy is for

the occupants to wear seat belts, but the belts would

either have to cater for the larger vertical movement

of HGV seats that is usually present compared with

that of car seats, or belts integral with the HGV seat

would be needed. A British Study6 of fatal accidents
involving HGVs suggested that lap and diagonal belts

could prevent over 30 per cent of fatalities to all HGV

occupants, and a simpler lap belt only, just under 30

per cent.

It has been suggested that HGV drivers might

object to wearing belts because they are concerned

about loads coming forwards through the rear of cabs

in frontal impact accidents. An alternative solution

might therefore be to use air bags, although these

would possibly prevent ejection only in frontal im-

pacts and during the initial impact. In relatively slow

accidents such as rollovers where subsequent ejection

might take place they may be less effective than seat

belts.

Stronger cab structures would help prevent some of

the injuries due to crushing. They would be more
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beneficial in many of the single vehicle accidents

where the crush forces are likely to be lower than

when other large vehicles are struck. As an example,

if an unladen platform type HGV rolls over it is often

the cab roof that collapses and crushes the occupant.

More substantial pillars connecting the roof to the rest

of the cab together with more secure glazing might

also prevent the windscreen coming out and therefore

reduce the incidence of ejection. However strong the
cab structure, it is dif cult to envisage much protec-

tion being offered in the far more violent HGV to

HGV type of accident or when the HGV impacts a

very solid object such as a bridge parapet or other

roadside furniture. However the rst design of the

Leyland National bus did have the structure around

the driver locally strengthened so that it displaced

backwards without crushing the driver in frontal

impacts.

At present only Germany and Sweden have require-

ments for cab strength.

Car Occupant Protection. Heavy goods vehicles are

very aggressive towards cars in collisions. The large

mass ratio ensures that the velocity change of the car

is much greater than that of the truck. The height of

structure around the perimeter of most trucks is such

that when it strikes or is struck by a car, the car can

under-run the truck, often to the extent that the truck

structure comes into direct contact with the car

occupant. By the same mechanism the important

energy absorbing zones of the car, which tend to be

below the truck structure, are not used to their best

advantage. Finally, the rigidity of the truck structure

ensures that most of the energy of the impact is

dissipated in the car structure rather than in that of

the truck.

Typically, in European countries, the distribution of

impact of cars around the truck perimeter is that

approximately 60 per cent or more impact into the

front of the truck (usually front of car to front of

truck), around 25 per cent or more into the sides and

up to 15 per cent into the rear.

In all these types of impact, the important primary

objective is to provide a strong structure or guard,

fitted to the heavy goods vehicle, which is low enough

to impact the car structure. Two advantages are then

gained by the car occupant the truck structure is

kept away from the car passenger compartment and

the energy absorbing properties of the car are utilised.

The latter is only a real advantage if the car occupant

is wearing a seat belt. A secondary but important

desirable objective is to make the guard or structure

which strikes the car energy absorbing. For this to be

effective the forces needed to deform the guard

should be compatible with those required to deform

the car structure. Energy absorption introduced in this
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way has the potential to increase the maximum
survivable speed of impact for the car occupants.

The relative importance of special low structures or

guards at front, sides and rear depends on several

factors. It is difficult to justify sideguards fitted to

trucks to protect car occupants. They would of

necessity have to be fitted to both sides of trucks and,

because of their length and strength requirements,

would be very heavy. Because of the weight and

payload penalties incurred and the relatively small

benefit in terms of lives and injuries prevented, they

would probably not be cost effective.

Guards and special low structures tted to the front

and rear of the heavy goods vehicle are more likely to

be cost effective because of their lighter weight and

their potential, at least as far as the front guard is

concerned, to save more lives. The mechanism of

impact of cars into the fronts and rears of trucks is

similar except that there is usually a greater degree of

under-run at the rear of the goods vehicle because of

its high structure and space under the rear. Also the

speeds of impact of cars into the fronts of trucks are

usually higher. Because of the much larger number of

car occupants killed in impacts into the fronts of

trucks compared with those killed in impacts into the

rear, there is a stronger case for the fitment of

protection for cars at the front.

A British study in 19857 suggested that an estimated

60 car occupants might be saved out of about 2,000

killed each year in Great Britain. This was based on

fitting energy absorbing front under-run guards and

an experimental impact test programme suggested that

such guards could offer protection to seat belted car

occupants at closing speeds up to 65 km/h.

The concept of including energy absorption in

guard design is important, particularly in front of

truck to front of car impacts where closing speeds are

higher. There is however probably a limit in the

amount of energy absorption that may be provided.

The linear crush of the car plus the crush of the guard

must not exceed the original length of the bonnet of

the car otherwise the upper structure of the truck may

impinge on the car occupant compartment. Also the

forces necessary to deform the truck guard must lie

within the range that will also deform the car struc-

ture. These two factors may well imply that the design

of the low front or truck guard is closely determined

by the dimensions and crush forces of small cars. The

previously mentioned British study showed that for

small car impacts it was possible to utilise at least 25

kJ of energy absorption built into a guard.

The ground clearance of the guards is also impor-

tant and would need to be about 300 mm for SOOd
performance, and certainly no more than 400 mm,

otherwise the structural parts of smaller cars would be

overridden.
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As yet there are no European countries that require

the tment of front protection to heavy goods vehi-
cles. Many countries do however have a requirement

to t rear protection, mainly to meet EEC Directive

70/221. These countries include Austria, Belgium,

Great Britain, West Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and

the Netherlands. Sweden has also had a mandatory

requirement to t rear guards, to their own specifica-

tion, since 1973. France also has a national require-

ment. It has not yet been possible to estimate what its

effectiveness has been, but a large improvement is not

expected because the incidence of cars striking the

rears of trucks seems to have been declining over the

years.

With the increased use, throughout Europe, of seat

belts in cars, the case for tting trucks with both

front and rear protection is now much stronger.

Considerable research has been done and is being

done in countries such as Germany, Sweden, France

and Great Britain to develop and promote effective

structures and guards.

In France in l98_5, the Laboratoire des Chocs et

de Biomecanique of INRETS started a new experi-

mental research programme on compatibility between

cars and HGVs in frontal impact. The rst phase

consists in determining the geometry of an average

HGV. This work based on the sizes of 20 trucks is

completed and suggests the dimensions of a rigid

barrier to simulate a truck front end. In the second

phase which is in progress several cars will be tested

against this obstacle at two impact speeds: 50 and 57

km/h. Already one car model has been tested at the

two speeds. The first results seem to show that the

injury parameters currently used to evaluate the pro-

tection of car occupants are not sufficient, and are

not really valid for such a crash configuration. The

third phase will lead to the proposal of a methodology

for the evaluation of compatibility between trucks and

cars.

In the Federal Republic of Germany the Technical

University of Berlin has investigated the performance

of energy absorbing low front bumpers to protect cars

against under-run.

In Great Britain the TRRL is developing a test

procedure for evaluating frontal impact protection on

trucks and heavy vehicles. It consists of a set of

dynamic impact tests using an impactor of 250 kg

which strikes the truck front at several different

points across the width at low bumper height.

Pedestrian, Pedal Cyclist and Motorcyclist Protection.

The unprotected road user, as this group is collec

tively known, is mainly at risk from being run over at

the sides of the trucks. The cutting-in of articulated

vehicles as they turn sharply can trap pedestrians and

others. In the Netherlands a down looking nearside

mirror is required which may help drivers avoid this.

Pedal cyclists are also at risk in normal overtaking

manoeuvers when they may topple towards the vehicle

as it overtakes them and fall under the side and be

run over by the wheels.

Lightweight sideguards would help prevent running

over but their design should be considered carefully in
order to make them effective.

A large proportion of accidents where pedestrians

or two-wheeler users fall into the path of the truck

wheels occur, not surprisingly, in urban areas and

often at quite low speeds. Guards need to be strong

enough to withstand normal everyday use but from an

accident point of view, need not be very strong. More

important requirements are that, if the guard is a

horizontal rail type of structure, the rails should be

close enough to prevent the road users falling through

them and the supporting structure should be recessed

to prevent injury. The whole guard should also be

close to the outside edge of the vehicle or trailer to

reduce head injury caused by the aggressive protru-

sions such as loading hooks often to be found in that

area. Ground clearance is possibly the most important

factor and it should be as low as operating conditions

will allow. A maximum height of the lowest edge of

the guard from the ground of about 400 mm would

minimise the tendency of a road user to roll under the

guard.

All European countries have similar problems in

protecting their pedestrians and two-wheeler users and

should benefit from the fitting of sideguards to

HGVs. At present only France, the Netherlands and

Great Britain have a requirement for them to be

fitted. The subject of sideguards is however being

considered by ECE Geneva with the intention of

producing an ECE Regulation to specify their design

and performance. Their potential for saving lives will

of course vary slightly from country to country but as

an example it has been estimated that in Great Britain

about 50 lives per year could be saved by tting

effective sideguards, but less stringent requirements

could lead to this being more than halved.

Priority of Measures to Provide Injury Protection.

The following is suggested for the order in which

measures to provide injury prevention should be

introduced. It is based only on the liklihood of saving

lives rather than on cost benefit considerations and it

assumes that nearly all car occupants wear their seat

belts.

l. Front under run measures (guards or low

structure)

Energy absorption should be incorporated

and ground clearance should be around 300

mm.

2. Sideguards

Lightweight structures are needed with a

ground clearance of no more than 400 mm
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and several other detailed but minor require-

ments if their effectiveness is not to be

needlessly reduced.

3. HGV occupant protection

Seat belts suitable for trucks would be a

very cost effective means of preventing ejec-

tion if they were to be worn by drivers. Air

bags might be an alternative but might be

less effective in some ejection situations.

Stronger cab structures are also desirable to

reduce the injuries due to crushing and

would also make seat belts more worthwhile.

4. Rear under-run guards

The priority here is less than for front

guards but similar requirements are needed.

The primary need is to prevent under-run but

energy absorption can also be bene cial.

Methods of Introducing Injury Protection. With the

exception of HGV occupant protection, the measures

to protect other road users are of little bene t to the

truck operator. He has to pay for the devices. The

only economic advantages lie in the possible reduction

of aerodynamic drag by suitable design of the guards

fitted to the front and sides of the truck. For example

the front guard could incorporate an air dam8 and the
sideguards could be of skinned design. Both these

ideas have been shown to reduce drag and also to

reduce spray around the vehicle. The only other

advantage is that front and rear guards may reduce

the extent of damage to the truck itself.

These factors may not be sufficient to persuade

many operators to fit protection, in which case

compulsory fitment through legislation is the only

certain way to improve the situation. This method is

never popular with operators or manufacturers even if

there is a strong case for the proposed legislation. It

may be possible occasionally to trade off benefits to

the operators in exchange for enhanced safety. For

example, in Great Britain in 1984, sideguards and rear

under-run guards were introduced at the same time as

an increase in the permissible maximum gross weight.

Although this eased the introduction of safety features

there was opposition from many sources to the

increased weight.

Conclusions
The last ten years has seen a continuation of the

improvements in the accident situation for Heavy

Goods Vehicles in most European countries which had

been apparent during the previous ten years. Progress

in reductions in casualties has been made in different

countries at different times in this period and not

always for reasons that are readily apparent. To some

degree these results are a consequence of changes in

the transport of goods. In some countries the numbers

of goods vehicles has increased while in others it has
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decreased. Total distances travelled have been fairly

stable but there has been a tendency to increase. It is

clear that in many countries there has been a tendency

towards higher capacity vehicles. As a result the total

of goods transported has probably increased. Gener-

ally increases in goods traffic have been greater in

European countries outside the EEVC membership.

Precise comparisons in accident trends between

countries are difficult to determine because of differ-

ences in the minimum size of vehicle regarded as

being a Heavy Good Vehicle. However even between

the four countries studied in detail (France, Federal

Republic of Germany, Sweden and Great Britain)

there is a factor of at least two to one between the

highest and the lowest fatal casualty rate measured

against the various base statistics. The reasons are

clearly a combination of geographic and demographic

factors combined with goods vehicle factors such as

the amounts of goods transported by road, the road

user behaviour prevalent in the different countries.

The lowest national fatal accident rate per million km

travelled by HGVs (1 and 2 vehicle accidents only) is

about 0.04.

In the paper the fatal casualties in HGV accidents

are sub-divided according to their road user category.

About 10°70 are occupants of the HGVs, while car

occupants make up between 50°70 and 65°70 and

pedestrians about 15°70 (although only 8°70 in France).

The remainder are mostly riders of two wheelers.

These figures suggest that there are five main factors

determining the accident rates for these heavy vehicles

. Road (design and conditions).

0 HGV (design and operation and divided

between accident avoidance and protective

features).

O Other vehicles involved (design and operation

and divided between accident avoidance and

protective features).

. HGV drivers (skill, behaviour and opera-

tional conditions).

. Other road users involved (speed and behav-

iour).

This report deals only with HGV vehicle factors from

among these ve.

The review of accident avoidance possibilities for

HGVs starts with a list of institutions interested in

their study. It generally concludes that there is a large

diversity of design practice and requirements in Eu-

rope, never-the-less progress in this aspect of safety is

readily possible.

The stability in yaw of the multi axle HGV is

shown to depend on the load balance between its

many wheels in relation to the side force demands

made on them when cornering and in conditions of
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low grip. The problems increase as the numbers of

articulations and axles are increased.

These problems are compounded when braking is

involved. The brake distribution has to be set and the

maximum braking available without locking wheels is

dependant on many factors which are listed. Various

systems of valves to alleviate the situation are men-

tioned as are the limitations of current air brake

systems. It may be concluded that anti locking brakes

and electronic control of the braking of each wheel

are essential if full braking with stability is to be

achieved.

Limited stability can lead to an HGV not always

following in the path taken by its driver in dif cult

conditions and this leads to accidents, especially on

narrow and on crowded roads.

Roll stability is limiting when the load is placed

high and also for fully and partially loaded tankers.

Lowering the height of the load is perhaps the only

viable design improvement.

The review of injury protection possibilities for

road users involved in accidents with HGVs showed

that for their occupants the most desirable measures

are those to preventejection and crushing within the

cab. Scat belts might prevent 30°70 of all fatalities if

worn. Several countries require strengthening of cab

structures in overturning but the great need is to

better resist longitudinal crushing on to the driver in

frontal impacts.

Car occupants whose cars strike HGVs can best be

protected by front and to a lesser extent rear underrun

bumpers or low structures. Studies are well in hand

for front underrun protection, while rear bumpers are

already required.

Unprotected road users can best be helped by the

provision of side guards to prevent them falling under

the sides of HGVs and then being run over. Several

European countries require them to be fitted and the

ECE Geneva organisation is working towards a Regu-

lation. As for the underrun protective features the

overall effectiveness is much increased by careful

detailed design of the guards.

It is concluded that the design of Heavy Goods

Vehicles can further be improved in a number of

different ways to reduce its contribution to the road

casualty situation. Most of these features are being

studied at either the research or the design stages.
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Appendix 1 (b)
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lllllllllllllllllllll
National regulation for the operation of vehicles International regulation corresponding to

StVZO EEC and ECE

Driving- Speed. Gross Motor Driving LHaximun Seats
licence [imi- vehicle vehicle license i Hei ht

Motor vehicle category class 'ta/'t!) weights category class Lån Explanations

* ratios
t

a .On highways (autobahn)
Passenger cars 3 100 ( ) 7.5 Ni 8 3.5 se no speed limit. but ad-

vised speed of 130 an/h
'

2 lOO km/h if

Motor busses . -the max. speed i00 km/h
2 axles 2 80 (80) 16 (it depends on the car

2 axles 2 ao (auf 22 H2 0 4 >o t"")
. "' -the engine power ll kU/t

2 tandem axles 2 80 (80) 30 m 0 >S >8 of the gross vehicle
' weight'» Articulated husses 2 80 (80) 28 -'100 badge with seal

1 Heavy goods vehicles

2 axles 3 au (80) 2.8-7.5 'irucus up to 2.8t are
2 axles 2 so (an) n Pil 8 5 3.5 - "'" " ' "cars
3 axles 2 60 (80) 24

4 axles 2 60 (80) 32

W "vi ' li !. . r ving cence ' " is
Articulated vehicles necessary for operation

Numbers of the axles with a trailer
Semi-trailer Semi-trailers "

trucks N2 C >3.55l2 -

2 l 2 60 (80) 27
...

2 2 2 60 (80) 37 Gross vehicle weight
rating by:

2 3 2 60 (80) 40 first registration
3 2 2 60 (80) 40 after i9.oi.'87 :35t

from dec.'9l all :35t

Articulated vehicles with N3 Cn z-lZ -
lSO-Container

3 2 2 60 (80) 44

3 3 2 60 (80) 44

Trailers.

1 axle 3 80 (80) ' Ol - £20.75 - .Hust not surpass

2 axles 2 60 (80) 10 02 - 1>0.7553.S - the gross vehicle weight
_ _ of the pulling motor

2 axles 2 60 (80) l8 03 1 3.&:lO vehicle

3 axles 2 60 (80) 24 04 - =>10

   
' Road Traffic Registration Act
:

Directions of the European Econom1c Connunity for road vehicles (EEC-directions)
: . .

Regulations of the Economic Commission for Europe for motor vehicles and their trailers

' Out of towns. ( ) on highways (Autobahn)

, Separate settlement for frontier traffic in the Saarland (5 34. StVZO)
single axle
tandem axles. axle base v.35"!

motor vehicle or trailer with 2 axles
motor vehicle or trailer uith more than 2 axles

motor vehicles with 2 axles and trailer with 2 axles

a
All data refer to the international driving licence

i . .
Ull" Passengers without seats. maximum speed: 60 (60)

a . .
Driving licence class 2 is necessary for train with more than 3 axles. with0ut regard to the pulling vehicle

l3t
th
l9t
26t
38t  
 

&
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Appendix 2 (a)
Improvement of road situation in Europe

Great Britain

Road Lengths in 1000 km.

Appendix 2 (b)
continued
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1
Year Total Motorway Non-bullt-up Built-up

1973 327.1 1.731 198.5 126.9

1974 329.0 1.869 199.0 128.2

1975 330.0 1.975 199.2 128.9

1976 333.4 2.155 200.3 131.0

1977 334.7 2.236 200.1 132.4

1978 336.3 2.394 200.5 133.3

1979 338.0 2.455 201.0 134.5

1980 339.6 2.556 200.9 136.2

1981 341 9 2.628 201.2 138.1

1982 343 6 2.666 201.9 139.0

1983 345 4 2.720 202.1 140.5

1984 347.2 2.802 202.8 141.6

1985 348.3 2.838 202.6 142.9

1. Roads with speed units of 64 kn/h or less.

Appendix 2 (b)

Improvement of Road Situation in Europe

Germany

Road Length in 1000 km

Road Category

outSide build up areas
Year Total . Rural Urban

Highway

1970 162.3 4.110 158.3 270

1971 164.5 4.461 160.0 276

1972 165.3 4.828 160.5 282

1973 166.7 5.258 161.4 286

1974 167.5 5.481 162.0 290

1975 168.2 5.748 162.4 294

1976 169.1 6.213 163.0 292

1977 169.6 6.435 163.1 299

1978 170.1 6,711 163.3 302

1979 170.7 7.029 163.7 305

1980 171.5 7.292 164.2 308

1981 172.4 7.538 164.9 310

1982 172.5 7.784 164.7 312

1983 173.0 7.919 165.0 314

1984 172.6 8.080 164.6 316

1985 173.0 8.198 164.9 317        categories /2/

Lengths of pub1ic roads according to road

     

Width Of Highway Rural Urban
the roads (Autobahn)

1.1. 1966

smaller 4 m - 11527 97188

4 - 5 m - 39578 75603

5 - 6 m - 52449 42678

6 - 7 m 30238 19356

7 - 9 m 76 15980

9 - 12 m - 2615 15385

12 and more 3296 1798

total 3372 154160 250219

&
smaller 4 m - 7848 102092

4 - 5 m - 31567 77627

5 - 6 m - 52072 52888

6 - 7 m - 38952 25016

7 - 9 m 69 21908

9 - 12 m - 3913 18752

12 and more 4392 2991

total 4461 160008 276375

M
smaller 4 m 5361 102317

4 - 5 m - 25270 79500

5 6 m - 53197 62585

6 - 7 m 44414 3u637

7 9 m 80 27495

9 - 12 m 5375 21699

12 and more 6127 3823

total 6213 162933 296732

1.1. 1981

Smaller 4 m - 4206

4 - 5 m 20222

5 - 6 m 49158

6 - 7 m - 48038

7 - 9 m 136 32191

9 - 12 m - 6382

12 and more 7402 4657

total 7538 164854 310000

  road widths and categories /2/

Lengths of public roads according to
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Appendix 3 (a)

Heavy Goods Vehicles and Trailers*

Percentage failure by category in Great Britain :

 

 

 

 

 

1979/80 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

Body 8 Chassis 4.51 1 4.89 1 4.63 1 4.49 1

Suspension 8.01 1 8.15 1 7.83 1 8.07 1

Exhaust 2.77 1 2.35 1 2.18 1 2.07 1

Tyres & Wheels 5.4 1 6.39 1 5.92 1 6.75 1

Steering 3.1 1 2.89 1 2.77 1 2.83 1

Brakes 45.97 1 48.15 1 49.14 1 51.26 1

Lights 9.17 1 11.59 1 11.9 1 12.55 1

Fuel & Tank 1.5 1 1.33 1 1.33 1 1.38 1

Tachograph - 3.5 1 2.71 1 2.49 1

011 1 Haste 1.87 1 1.72 1 1.51 1 1.44 1

Electrical 0.96 1 0.91 1 0.89 1 0.92 1

Others 8.13 1 9.03 1 9.52 1 10.12 1

To'al numbers of defects 819221 90164? 899960 964380      
 

' Goods vehicles over 1525 kg unladen weight and trailers over

1020 kg uni don weight.

" The table shows the percentage of vehicles failing as a result of

the defect indicated. A vehicle may have more than one fault and

consequently the totals of the percentages of separate faults

exceed the percentage of vehicles failed.  
 

Appendix 3 (b)
Results of general technical inspections for motor vehicles according to type of defect for Germany(3)

 

Rollin stock

Rater ve TtTis identified Defects [in 1000-7

 

 
 

and
Trailers

Year in ('1000 7 Total Lights Steering Brakes Tires Chassis Emission
' assembly and and

Propulsion Soundlevel

1970 17416 7307 1360 861 1665 503 1009 383

1975 21942 10956 2131 782 2460 536 2178 851

1980 28267 10041 2080 711 1996 423 2286 833

1981 29077 10533 2164 681 2242 422 2568 811

1982 29664 10498 2118 684 2195 448 2599 798

1983 30342 10150 2029 668 2109 452 2649 770

1984 31162 10238 1991 694 2075 463 2774 786

Cars and wagons

1970 13941 5739 1064 716 1358 395 734 328

1975 17898 9256 1805 665 2158 430 1797 798

1980 23192 8490 1770 603 1754 319 1932 783

1981 23730 8989 1852 578 1985 320 2209 762

1982 24105 8923 1795 578 1938 340 2240 745

1923 24580 8644 1720 569 1861 346 2290 721

1984 25218 8682 1670 588 1820 354 2395 732

lrucks

1970 1119 750 126 73 158 54 139 32

1975 1245 664 114 42 143 38 153 31

1980 1448 547 101 36 99 26 131 26

1981 1468 540 99 32 106 24 134 25

1982 1478 507 93 30 98 23 125 24

1983 1475 462 86 27 89 22 118 22

1984 1487 445 83 25 86 21 115 22         
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